Architecture, Engineering and Construction
Building the case for a stronger cybersecurity foundation.

Often overlooked across the types of organizations cyber attackers target,
construction and related companies are quickly becoming a lucrative target due
to the value of their data and the susceptible nature of their business operations.

General Industry Snapshot 1
Frequency

Attack Type

37 incidents,

General Social Engineering & Phishing,
Web Applications and
Crimeware represent
% of all incidents

25 with confirmed data disclosure

95

Operational Risks

Remotely distributed workforces

High third-party access

Prioritization of physical over
cybersecurity (investment)

Lack of risk awareness

Lucrative Data

Designs, plans and
intellectual property

Suppliers and other
third-party data

Personally identifiable information
(PII and PHI)

Contracts and financial data

Under resourced in the fight to protect their environment and users against a growing threat
landscape, it’s only a matter of time until attackers find a blind spot.
Cumulative probability of an attacker bypassing a construction company’s security controls over
a 12-month period by number of total locations: 2
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Root Causes

Malicious attack

System glitch

Human error

The speed and precision with which attackers are not only bypassing controls but also locating and
exfiltrating critical data is increasing year over year.

In under 10 hours,...

of attackers can achieve
breach of the perimeter

of attackers can achieve
identify critical data

of attackers can
exfiltrate data

of attackers can complete an attack,
from breach to exfiltration,
in one day or less.3

Preventative security
approaches have proven
futile, and detection and
response capabilities are
far slower than the speed
of modern attackers.

220
days

mean time to identify
a data breach 4

Without the ability to rapidly identify
and contain attackers that bypass
traditional security controls, these
trends will continue to result in
business-altering consequences
for construction companies.
•

$160 : Cost of a breach per record 6

•

$5.2M : Average total cost of a breach 7

•

5.1 % : YoY increase in total cost of a breach

Ready to get started?
Contact eSentire
to find out more.

8

82

days

mean time to contain
a data breach 5

eSentire Managed Detection
and Response (MDR)
Modernize Your Cybersecurity
to Meet the Demands of
Today’s Threat Landscape

See everything

Miss nothing

24x7x365 monitoring
with full spectrum
visibility across
on-premises, cloud
and hybrid IT
environments.

Human threat
hunting with machine
learning-assisted
detection uncovers
known and neverbefore-seen attacks.

Act before
impact

Harden against
future attacks

Embedded incident
response accelerates
precision and speed,
facilitating rapid
tactical threat
containment.

Root cause investigation
and remediation
guidance defines
corrective actions to
harden security
postures against
evolving threats.
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eSentire, Inc., founded in 2001, is the category creator and world’s largest Managed Detection and Response (MDR) company, safeguarding businesses of
all sizes with the industry-defining, cloud-native Atlas platform that removes blind spots and enables 24x7 threat hunters to contain attacks and stop breaches
within minutes. Its threat-driven, customer-focused culture makes the difference in eSentire’s ability to attract the best talent across cybersecurity, artificial
intelligence and cloud-native skill sets. Its highly skilled teams work together toward a common goal to deliver the best customer experience and security
efficacy in the industry. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

